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38 
Developing SMART Outcomes 

Directions: Use the definitions below to help you fill out the table on the next 

page. Start by working with your team to develop a set of draft outcomes. Try to 

think of a realistic number (maybe four to six), and write them down in the left-

hand column of the table. Then, once you have identified the outcomes, fill out 

the SMART table for each outcome to determine whether it meets the criteria. If 

one does not meet the criteria, work to revise it until it does. 

Specific – It  is  easy  to  create  broad  outcome  statements  that  don’t  clearly  mean  
anything. Instead, outcomes should be clear, and they should identify 
specifically what it is you will achieve with your program.  

Measurable – Outcomes  are  not  useful  to  you  if  you  can’t  measure  them.  Make  sure  it  is  possible  to  measure  
the outcome so there is some concrete or tangible way to identify whether the outcome has been achieved. 

Achievable – Nothing is more frustrating for staff, funders, and program leaders than creating lofty outcome 
goals that are impossible to accomplish. Your outcomes should be things you think your program can 
accomplish either in the short or long term. They need not be easy and basic—you should stretch yourself a 
bit—but they do not need to be so big that they are unattainable. 

Relevant – Outcomes  should  be  relevant  to  your  program.  Don’t  plan  to  have  an  impact  on  things  that  your  
program  doesn’t  target.  Choose  outcomes  that  are  specifically related to the program activities you are 
planning. 

Time-Specific – Outcomes should be tied to a specific time frame, rather than being left open, in order to 
encourage staff members and partners to work toward them. 
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Developing SMART Outcomes 
  

Outcome 
Is It 
Specific? 

How Will You Measure 
It? 

Is It 
Achievable? 

Is It 
Relevant? 

When Will It Be 
Achieved? 

Example: 

Youth will have an 

increased knowledge 

of STEM-related 

careers. 

7 Yes  

� No 

We will host a STEM fair 
where pairs of young 
people will present a 
STEM career that they 
researched. After the 
fair, we will ask young 
people to reflect on what 
they learned from the 
project and the fair in 
their portfolio. We will 
document their learning 
from their portfolio 
reflection. 

7 Yes  

� No 

7 Yes  

� No 

At the end of the 
session  

 � Yes 

� No 

 � Yes 

� No 

� Yes 

� No 

 

 � Yes 

� No 

 � Yes 

� No 

� Yes 

� No 

 

 � Yes 

� No 

 � Yes 

� No 

� Yes 

� No 

 

 � Yes 

� No 

 � Yes 

� No 

� Yes 

� No 

 

 � Yes 

� No 

 � Yes 

� No 

� Yes 

� No 
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36 
Visioning Worksheet and Meeting Agenda 

Directions: First, have individuals read the questions below and write down their 
initial thoughts. Next, meet as a group to identify the top priority answers to the 
questions and craft a vision statement out of them (a sample agenda is included 
on the following pages). After you have established your vision, be sure to post it 
prominently  along  with  your  organization’s  mission. 

Visioning Worksheet 

Directions: Please complete the questionnaire below prior to our visioning 
meeting. It is important that everyone comes to the meeting ready to discuss 

their answers and engage in an open-minded process to turn our collective ideas into one succinct vision 
statement for our program. 

1. What is our vision of where the program will be in 5 years? 10 years? 

 

 

2. What does our program value? 

 

 

3. What  are  our  program’s  strengths? 

 

 

4. What is the most pressing need our program is trying to fill? 

 

 

5. List three words that must be in our vision statement—these should be words that represent our key 

values and goals for the program. 
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[Program Name] Visioning Meeting  

Agenda 

[Date] – [Time] 

Meeting Goals 

Include three or four goals for the meeting. Any more will feel overwhelming, and fewer may make the 
meeting feel unnecessary.  

[Start time] Introductions and Agenda Description 

x Ask participants to introduce themselves and their role, and to share one key value and 
strength from their list of answers to question 2 on the visioning worksheet. When you 
review the agenda, invite others to suggest additional topics that they would like to discuss. 

[Start time + 
10 minutes] 

Priority Words 

x On large pieces of chart paper, write down all the keywords that people came up with. Go 
around the room, asking each person in turn to share their words. When a word is repeated 
(or a very similar word is used), place a hash mark next to it to indicate it has been selected 
by more than one person and note any variations of wording for the same concept (e.g., 
“fun”  and  “enjoyable”  might  be  grouped  as  one).  When  everyone  has  shared  their words, 
discuss as a group, noting which words have multiple hash marks next to them.  

[Time +  
10 minutes] 

Key Values and Vision for the Program  

x Have participants pair up to share their answers to questions 1–3 and discuss key 
priorities (five minutes). Ask each pair to come up with one or two key points that they 
agree on and share them with the large group. Note the points on chart paper and 
highlight when any points overlap with another pair. Open things up to the large group 
for discussion. Try to identify consistent themes.  

[Time +  
20 minutes] 

Draft Vision Statements  

x Back in their pairs, ask each team to draft a vision statement based on the priority words 
and key themes raised during the first half of the meeting. When they have a statement, 
ask them to write it on a piece of chart paper and post it on the wall for everyone to see.  

[Time +  
15 minutes) 

Vote and Discuss 

x Discuss as a group. Did everyone vote on the same statement? Are they very similar? Very 
different? What stands out?  

x Next, give each person a sticker (or simply ask them to write their initials) to vote for their 
favorite vision statement. Allow people to write in suggested edits to their favorite statement.  

x Next, discuss as a group. Can you narrow it down to two? Is there a clear favorite? Are 
there wording changes that might make one perfect?  

x You may need to do several rounds of editing, narrowing, and voting before you can 
finalize the vision statement.  

x If there is a great deal of division between members of the group, you may need to end the 
discussion and offer to create a final draft for people to vote on or approve at a later time.  

x How much time you have available to spend on this meeting, your willingness to allow 
partners to craft your vision, and the level of agreement among the group members will 
dictate how this part of the meeting unfolds.  
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[Time +  
35 minutes] 

Closing and Next Steps  

x Be sure to end the meeting on time and have some kind of closing activity—whether it is 
reviewing the final decisions that were made, talking about next steps, or simply asking 
everyone to reflect on the group process. Closure and reflection are important to any 
successful meeting.  

x Be sure to use this time to confirm the time and location of the next meeting.  

[End time] Adjourn 
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37 
Goal Setting Worksheet  

Directions: This worksheet can be used to record both goal areas and specific 
goals. First, write down the vision statement you created with your stakeholders. 
Do not attempt to create goals without first knowing your vision. Next, think 
about the areas in which you want to set goals. Record these in the column on 
the left. A few examples are provided to get you started. Then, in the middle 
column, record your specific goals for each area. Make sure your goals support 
your vision. Use the third column to indicate a timeline for achieving each goal 
(e.g., this month, this program year, within two years, etc.). Finally, use the last 
column to make notes about your goals—for example, you might include specific 

staff members tasked with overseeing the goal or notes on partnerships or resources that can help you 
accomplish the goal. 

Goal Setting Worksheet – Example 

Vision Statement 

 

 

 

 

Goal Areas Specific Goals Timeline Activities/Notes 

Programming Ensure programming integrates youth 
development principles. 

This month Conduct a review of activity 
plans to see whether youth 
development principles are 
represented. 

Fundraising    

SMART Outcomes 
(See Tool 38) 

   

Community 
Participation 
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Goal Setting Worksheet – Template 

Vision Statement 

 

 

 

 

Goal Areas Specific Goals Timeline Activities/Notes 
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83 
Determining Your Evaluation Purpose Worksheet 

Directions: Gather together a working group of staff members who are familiar with how the program is currently 

managed and also how it currently conducts evaluation activities. Use the worksheet on the following pages to guide 

discussion. Jot notes down in the space provided and use the answers to move toward a clear and concise evaluation 

purpose.  

 

Connecting Developmental Stage of Program to Appropriate Evaluation Activities 

This table provides some  recommendations  for  what  type  of  evaluation  activities  and  goals  you  might  have  at  each  stage  of  your  program’s  
development. Identify where your program is in its developmental lifecycle and review the suggested evaluation purpose and activities for ideas. This is 
a starting point to help you as you discuss the questions below. 

Program Stage Characteristics of Program Suggested Evaluation Purpose 

New Program Your  program  is  at  “square  one,”  because  it  either  has  just  
been started or has been substantially changed. 

The program should begin developing data collection 
procedures on a small set of targeted measures. The 
evaluation purpose should focus on program activities, 
outputs, short-term outcomes, and participant satisfaction in 
order to assess program implementation.  

Methods might include end-of-program surveys, monitoring 
enrollment and participation rates, program quality 
observations, focus groups, and interviews with key people in 
the program. 
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Developing Program You have implemented your program successfully for one or 
two years. Though some or most of your program elements 
are being implemented consistently, you are still experiencing 
change.  

The evaluation purpose should focus on changes in outcomes 
that might be associated with the program as well as continue 
to monitor implementation.  

Methods could include pre- and post- surveys, comparing 
outcome indicators (such as attendance, behavior, school 
connectedness) before and after participation to identify 
trends and begin to determine whether (but not prove) 
positive changes are associated with the program.  

Mature Program You have implemented your program successfully and 
consistently  for  more  than  one  or  two  years.  Participants’  
activities, experiences, and responses are consistent across 
sessions. The afterschool and expanded learning program has 
formal procedures, protocols, and lesson plans in place, and 
these are followed consistently by staff. Mature programs 
might also be implemented across multiple sites.  

The evaluation purpose should focus on the effectiveness or 
impact of the program, investigating whether the program 
caused intended outcomes.  

Methods include statistical controls, comparison groups, or 
experimental/quasi-experimental procedures.  

 

Evaluation Purpose Worksheet 

Evaluation Goal 

1 What is your goal for the evaluation?  

For example, is your goal to gather data that will help you to improve 
the program, or to report on the effectiveness of your program to 
stakeholders? Or is your goal a combination of both? 
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Funder and Stakeholder Interests 

1 What do your funders require you to report?  

What type of evaluation are you obligated to conduct?  

Funders will have priorities regarding which program elements they 
want to be evaluated, and what kind of information is useful and 
credible to them. 

 

2 Which stakeholders have an interest in your evaluation activities or 
results? 

Are there any outcomes that multiple stakeholders have a keen 
interest in?  

The evaluation purpose should focus on the outcomes with the most 
stakeholder interest to ensure the findings are useful and relevant to 
their needs.  
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Evaluation Capacity 

1 What financial resources are available for the evaluation?  

If the budget available for the evaluation is small, this limits the scope 
and purpose of the evaluation. External evaluation generally requires 
more financial resources than internal evaluation. 

 

2 Which staff members can contribute to the evaluation?  

What formal or informal evaluation expertise do those staff members 
have (e.g., survey design, research methods, statistical/data 
analysis)? 

If staff expertise is limited, you may want to limit the scope of your 
evaluation or consider contracting with an outside evaluator.  

 

3 How much time can these staff members provide?  

If staff members cannot dedicate substantial time and energy to the 
evaluation, you may want to limit the scope of your evaluation or 
consider contracting with an outside evaluator.  

 

4 What information do you already have or collect?  

What data collection processes do you currently use (e.g., attendance 
sheets, satisfaction surveys, web-based tracking system)? 

What data elements would you like to collect as part of an evaluation? 

For  instance,  if  you  don’t  currently  collect  data  on  participant  
satisfaction it will be difficult to focus your evaluation purpose on the 
participants’  responses  to  the  program.  Alternatively,  you  could  
develop a data collection tool and start collecting these data.  
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Evaluation Capacity 

5 Which elements of your program are most critical (revisit your logic 
model, Tool 40, and your theory of change, Tool 39, to identify the 
program elements that are most likely to contribute to improve youth 
outcomes). Do you have data regarding these elements?  

For example, if attendance is the most important output of your logic 
model, then having data on attendance will help you to determine 
whether your goals are being achieved. 

 

Now What? After discussing the questions with your evaluation planning team, you should have a better sense of what your evaluation purpose and 
priorities are. You may now be able to make decisions about the following questions: 

x Should we use an external evaluator? 

x Will we conduct a formative or summative evaluation?  

x Are we using a comparison group? 

x What is our primary evaluation purpose? 

As you answer these questions and finalize your plans, craft a purpose statement that you can share with potential evaluators so you can be sure they 
understand your goals and can help you develop an evaluation plan that makes sense for your program. 

 

 


